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Abstract

The synoptic variability over Equatorial Africa is associated with oscillations of the convection 

with periods between 3 and 6 days. In March and April, when the Inter-Tropical Convergence 

Zone (ITCZ) migrates northward and crosses Equatorial Africa, this periodic behavior is most 

pronounced with a marked peak at 5-6 days. Robust horizontal and vertical patterns, consistent 

with a convectively coupled Kelvin wave, can be extracted by a simple composite technique 

based only on the phase of the convective oscillations over Equatorial Africa. The composite 

reveals differences between continental and adjacent oceanic regions. Over the continent, the 

stronger oscillation of the convection is associated with larger temperature and moisture 

anomalies near the surface, suggesting an influence of diabatic processes on the amplitude of the 

perturbations. Some convective events over Equatorial Africa are triggered by waves propagating 

eastward over the equatorial Atlantic. However, this cannot explain the robust periodic behavior 

observed over Equatorial Africa since the convective variability over the Amazon basin and the 

equatorial Atlantic have different spectral characteristics with no marked peak at 5-6 days in 

March and April. 

The mesoscale convective systems embedded in these synoptic disturbances are studied using 

satellite brightness temperature at higher spatial (0.5°) and temporal (3 hours) resolution than the 

OLR (respectively 2.5° and daily average). We inspect the diurnal and the wave modulations of 

occurrence, size and life cycle of the mesoscale convective systems. These systems are generated 

preferentially over the western slopes of the Rift Valley highlands. They propagate west 

southwestward over the Congo basin where they reach their maximum size. The 5- to 6-day 

perturbations do not modify notably the diurnal triggering of convective systems but rather their 

development into larger organized convection, especially over the Congo basin. The implication 

of these results for understanding the physical source of these 5- to 6-day perturbations is 

discussed.
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1. Introduction

Convection embedded in the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) fluctuates over a large 

spectrum of space and time scales. Generally, a relatively small part of this variability is directly 

associated with organized synoptic scale (i.e. ~2-10 days) dynamical perturbations. Equatorially 

trapped waves (Matsuno 1966), such as Kelvin waves, typically represent less than 10% of 

planetary to synoptic-scale variance of Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) for most of the 

tropics  (Wheeler and Kiladis 1999). Nevertheless, for specific regions and seasons, perturbations 

of deep convection associated with synoptic scale dynamical perturbations may significantly 

impact weather variability and predictability. For example, African Easterly Waves (AEWs) play 

a large role in the synoptic variability of the deep convection over West Africa in boreal summer 

(e.g. Reed et al. 1977; Payne and McGarry 1977; Duvel 1990; Diedhiou et al. 1999; Fink and 

Reiner 2003; Kiladis et al. 2006; Mekonnen et al. 2006). It was shown that AEWs modulate the 

convection, mostly by promoting large mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) in the trough of 

the wave (see e.g. Machado et al. 1993). This modulation of deep convection is not only a 

response to synoptic dynamical forcing. Indeed, the associated convective heating perturbation 

gives a positive feedback to the synoptic perturbation, forming a coupled system (Wheeler and 

Kiladis 1999, Yang et al. 2003). A better knowledge of the relationship between synoptic 

dynamical perturbations and deep convection is therefore essential to improve short- to medium-

range weather forecasts in regions where such coupling exists. 

The question is especially pertinent over Central Africa, an inhabited equatorial continental 

region where equatorially trapped waves may strongly influence weather patterns and synoptic 

forecasts. In this paper, “Central Africa” or “Equatorial Africa” refers to the continental region 
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(mainly the Congo basin) located near the equator, west of the Rift Valley highlands (Fig.1). The 

ITCZ crosses the equator twice a year over Central Africa. This equatorial location of the ITCZ 

may efficiently reinforce Kelvin waves that are theoretically associated with a geopotential (or 

convective heating) perturbation centered at the equator. There is evidence of stronger variance in 

the Kelvin wave space-time spectral domain for a region extending from the Amazon basin to 

equatorial Africa (Wheeler and Kiladis 1999), especially for the November to April season.

Wang and Fu (2007) indeed show convectively coupled Kelvin-like waves forming over the 

Amazon during boreal spring and propagating over the Atlantic. Some strong episodes over the 

Amazon, which could themselves be triggered by perturbations coming from the Pacific 

(Liebmann et al. 2008), could also trigger convection over Central Africa. However, results 

reported in Wang and Fu (2007) suggest that these Amazonian perturbations are not the only 

source of synoptic variability over Equatorial Africa. The strong Kelvin signal during boreal 

spring over both regions could thus also be related to the equatorial position of the ITCZ favoring 

the local development of convectively coupled disturbances. This is an important topic that will 

also be discussed in this paper. 

The deep convection over Central Africa is associated with the year-round world largest lightning 

activity (Christian et al. 2003). The associated precipitation has unique characteristics compared 

to other continental regions with, in particular, a relatively small rainfall amount in regard to the 

amount of high cloudiness (McCollum et al. 2000), or the lightning activity (Takayabu 2006). 

This is attributed either to the abundance of aerosols, that increases the number of small cloud 

droplets for the same rain amount, or to a relatively dry boundary layer that elevates the cloud 

base and decreases the amount of rain reaching the ground. Using Tropical Rainfall Measuring 

Mission (TRMM) infrared and radar measurements, Liu et al. (2007) showed a larger proportion 
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of nonraining clouds associated with stronger convective updrafts over the Congo basin 

compared to ocean regions. The smaller rainfall rate is attributed partly to the reasons mentioned 

above, but also to the fact that more intense updrafts increase the size and/or the optical thickness 

of the anvil but not necessarily the precipitation. These particularities may impact the coupling 

between synoptic dynamical disturbances and convection and must be taken into account to 

interpret results obtained from infrared satellite imagery. 

There are only a few observations of MCS characteristics (generation, size, duration, etc.) over 

Central Africa. Laing and Fritsch (1993) studied MCSs for two years and found west-

southwestward propagating systems over Central Africa. Over such a large continental region, 

the orography (Congo basin and Rift Valley highlands, Fig.1) and surface processes also play an 

important role in the diurnal initiation of convective systems. Understanding, or at least 

describing, the interaction between synoptic wave perturbations and the convection must thus 

take into account the diurnal and propagation characteristics of the MCSs. 

The interaction between the continental surface and the atmosphere is also a possible source of 

intensification for synoptic wave perturbations. Performing a sensitivity test in a Global 

Circulation Model (GCM), Taylor and Clark (2001) showed that the amplitude of AEWs may be 

modified by the nature of the soil. In their model, AEWs were amplified because of a larger low-

level temperature perturbation. They noted that surface heat and moisture fluxes influence the 

build-up of convective instability ahead of the wave trough and then the nature of the wave-

surface-convection coupling. For Kelvin-like waves on the equator, we may thus also expect a 

different nature of this coupling that may produce stronger perturbations over continental regions 

compared to oceanic regions.  

The objective of this study is first to describe the nature of the synoptic perturbations of the 
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convection over equatorial Africa and surrounding regions for the different seasons. The 

remaining part of the study focuses primarily on the boreal spring (March to May) for which the 

synoptic activity is the strongest. For this season, we analyze the physical source of this 

variability by inspecting the associated perturbation of (i) the tropospheric dynamics and 

thermodynamics and (ii) the characteristics of the MCSs embedded in the synoptic dynamical 

perturbation. 

2. Data and analysis approaches

2.1. Data

Daily mean OLR data with a spatial resolution of 2.5° (Liebmann and Smith 1996) are used as a 

proxy for convective activity. The ECMWF ERA-40 reanalyses (Simmons and Gibson 2000) are 

used to analyze thermodynamic and dynamic perturbations. These data are considered for the 

1979-2002 period. As shown in Majda et al. (2004), a previous version of the ECMWF re-

analyses (ERA-15) gave smaller wave perturbations compared to radiosondes (a factor of 2 for 

temperature) over the Pacific Ocean, while the perturbation pattern is preserved. Since there are 

very few radiosondes in the vicinity of Central Africa, it is possible that wave perturbations of the 

various atmospheric parameters in ERA-40 analyses are also weak. 

Satellite infrared brightness temperatures from the Cloud Archive User Service (CLAUS, Hodges 

et al. 2000) are also used to detect the convective cloudiness at higher spatiotemporal resolution 

(0.5°x0.5°, 3 hours). This dataset covers the period from July 1983 to present. It is built from 

multiple geostationary and polar orbiting satellite imagery in the infrared window channel. The 

1984-2002 period is considered in this study. The CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation 

(CMAP; Xie and Arkin 1997) data are also used for the period 1979-2002. 
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2.2. Spectral analysis

Spectral analyses are based on a simple spectral Fourier analysis of the OLR daily time-series. 

First, long time-scales (mainly seasonal variation) are removed using a high-pass filter applied to 

the whole time series (harmonics 1 to 213 corresponding to periods longer than 45 days are 

removed from the 9617 day time series.). Next, since the synoptic 2-10 day variability of 

convection is very intermittent with a marked seasonal variation, a power spectrum is computed 

every 5 days for running time windows of 30 days. This approach makes it possible to define the 

time evolution of the spectral variance and to compute more reliable monthly mean spectra. A 

Welch window is applied to the 30-day time series prior to the computation of the spectrum in 

order to emphasize the central part of the windowed signal and to reduce end effects. The effect 

of the Welch window on the spectral variance is compensated a posteriori by multiplying the 

result by the ratio between the total variance of the raw time series and the total variance of the 

windowed time series. 

2.3. Composite methodology

The composite is based on a time series OLRf, which is the OLR time series first averaged over 

the Congo basin (15°E-25°E, 5°S-5°N) and then filtered in the 2-10 day band. Oscillations in 

OLRf define the different phases (or category) of the quasi-periodic synoptic oscillation of the 

convection over the Congo basin. The convective development period (between a maximum and 

a minimum OLRf) is divided in four equal durations, each representing half of a full category 

(C1, C2, C2, C3). Similarly, the convective dissipation period (between a minimum and a 

maximum OLRf) is also divided in four parts (C3, C4, C4, C1). Category 1 corresponds to 

suppressed convection, Category 3 to maximum convection, and categories 2 and 4 correspond 

respectively to rising and decaying convection. In order to eliminate small or irrelevant 
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oscillations related only to the filtering, we select oscillations having: (i) a duration of between 3 

and 7 days and; (b) maximum (and minimum) values larger (smaller) than one standard deviation 

of the whole filtered time series. Since we want to study specifically the periodic perturbations, 

we also reject single oscillations (i.e. we only consider series with at least two consecutive 

oscillations) although this does not affect the results. This approach aims to retain only strong and 

quasi-periodic convective perturbations over the Congo basin, with no a priori information on the 

spatial pattern (wave number, direction of propagation, etc.). Using this approach, 114 

oscillations are retained for the Congo basin and used to build the composite for March-April 

1979-2002. Composites of OLR and ERA-40 data are computed for each 2.5° grid point by 

averaging the raw (i.e. not time-filtered) time series values in the 4 categories defined above. A 

Student T-test between pairs of opposite categories (i.e. between category 1-3 and 2-4) is applied 

to ERA40 parameters for each grid point. In the following, only 99% significant values are 

presented for wind perturbations. For other parameters, we verified that the T-test is passed for 

most regions of large amplitudes but all values are presented in order to improve the readability 

of the figures.

2.4. MCS detection and analysis

A threshold of 233 K in the infrared (~11µm) equivalent brightness temperature is chosen to 

identify the high cloudiness associated with deep convection. For African and equatorial Atlantic 

regions, a threshold of 233 K effectively separates the highest cloudiness that peaks after sunset 

from the mid-level cloudiness that peaks before sunrise (Duvel 1989). For CLAUS images, a 

pixel is a region of 0.5° x 0.5°. A MCS is defined as an area with continuous pixels colder than 

233 K. The size of the MCS is expressed by an effective radius computed assuming a circular 

shape (Machado et al. 1993). The location of the MCS is defined by its center of mass computed 
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by averaging locations of the various pixels weighted by the difference 233-Tb, where Tb is the 

brightness temperature of the pixel (Tb ≤ 233K by definition). This information is used to 

analyze the diurnal and the wave modulation of the sizes of the MCSs over different regions. The 

threshold of 233 K is also used to define a cloud index:

CI = max (0, 233 – Tb)

For average maps or composites, this cloud index characterizes high cloudiness without the 

ambiguities induced by the infrared signature of variations in surface temperature.

Some large MCSs can be followed from one image to another, even for images three hours apart. 

Such tracking is done here for MCSs (same threshold at 233K) having an effective radius larger 

than 100 km for more than 6 hours (i.e. present on at least 3 consecutive images.) We perform an 

automatic tracking of the MCSs, as in William and Houze (1987) and Machado et al. (1998), 

based on the overlap between two MCSs on two consecutive images. This overlap must be at 

least 15% of the size of the smallest MCS. If several MCSs cover part of the MCS of the previous 

image, only the MCS with the largest overlap is considered. Because of the coarse time step, only 

a simple technique can be used here with no consideration of splitting or merging of identifiable 

MCSs. The tracking will be used mostly to construct a statistic on MCS propagation speeds.

3. The synoptic variability

Between 10°E and 30°E, the minimum OLR value (i.e. the heart of the ITCZ) oscillates 

seasonally between 10°S in December-January-February (DJF) and 5°N in June-July-August 

(JJA) (Fig.2). Over the Congo basin, the ITCZ is centered on the equator around April and 

October and the synoptic variance is larger from November to April. There is a secondary 

maximum near the coast over the Gulf of Guinea. This synoptic variance remains maximal on the 
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equator for all these months, even if the convection clearly peaks southward between November 

and February. This suggests that coupled equatorial waves may have an important impact on the 

synoptic variability. 

West of our region of interest, the ITCZ is always located north of the equator with a large 

synoptic variance from April to August over West Africa and from September to January over the 

North Equatorial Atlantic Ocean. During JJA over West Africa, the strong synoptic variance 

between 10°N and 20°N corresponds to the sum of AEWs and Kelvin (Mounier et al. 2007) 

perturbations with a total variance similar to the variance for the Congo basin in March and April. 

Based on these results, the spectral characteristics of the OLR signal are further studied over the 

Congo basin (15°E-25°E, 5°S-5°N). This is the region of maximum annual mean 2- to 10-day 

OLR variance (Fig.1). The power spectrum for this region (Fig.3) exhibits a strong peak that 

clearly denotes synoptic activity dominated by quasi-periodic perturbations of convection. The 

strongest oscillations (5-6 days) of convective activity are observed when the ITCZ migrates 

northward over the region in March-April (Fig.3). For this season, the ITCZ is also more active 

and closer to the equator over the Atlantic (Fig.2). The convective activity breaks off abruptly in 

June when the ITCZ is the weakest at the equator (Fig.2). This convective activity then 

progressively recovers as the ITCZ migrates southward over the region between September and 

November. During this second rainy season, synoptic activity is far weaker and varies on time-

scales between 3 to 4 days in September and around 6 days in November. 

There are some differences between the two rainy seasons that may partly explain the weaker 

synoptic activity in October. First, despite similar OLR values, the mean rainfall is larger in 

October compared to March-April (Fig.3a). This suggests that the discrepancy between 

convective cloudiness and precipitation (see Introduction) is larger during March-April. Since 
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this large convective cloudiness in regard to rainfall is possibly related to strong convective 

updrafts, it could also have an impact on the growth of wave perturbations, as demonstrated by 

Taylor and Clark (2001) for the AEWs. Second, for the March-April season, the ITCZ is closest 

to the equator from South America to Africa, favoring the initiation of convectively coupled 

waves over both regions. This also favors the propagation of waves over the equatorial Atlantic. 

By comparison, the ITCZ is not active in the Gulf of Guinea in October and convection is 

confined over Central Africa. 

Over the Amazon basin (60°W – 70°W), the variance in the 5-6 day band is smaller than for 

Central Africa and corresponds to a weak peak in the spectrum (Fig. 4c). In addition, this peak 

occurs mostly toward the end of March, compared to a longer episode between March and May 

for Central Africa (Fig. 3). Over the West Atlantic (40°W – 50°W), the OLR spectrum shows no 

peak between 5 and 6 days in March and April (Fig.4b). A better correspondence with the 

spectrum of Central Africa is obtained for the Gulf of Guinea (0 – 10°E), but the peak at 5 to 6 

days also occurs mainly in March (Fig. 4a). For these three regions, the ITCZ is located very 

close to the equator in March and April and the lack of a periodic activity comparable to this of 

Central Africa strongly suggest that most of the periodic signal observed here is of local origin. 

Again, this does not exclude the possibility that convective events over Central Africa might be 

triggered by perturbations due to Kelvin-type waves coming from the west, with variable impact 

for different years and seasons. This cannot however explain the robust periodic behavior 

observed over Central Africa in March and April. Indeed, there is at present no evident physical 

argument explaining why the Amazon, rather than Central Africa or another equatorial 

convective region, should be a preferred region for a periodic initiation of Kelvin waves with a 

period of 5-6 days.
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4. Composite analysis

A Kelvin wave structure is clearly evident in composite maps of surface pressure and 850 hPa 

wind perturbations (Fig.5). This is quite remarkable since the composite is obtained by using only 

the date of the categories (see section 2.3), without any Kelvin space-time filter. The same simple 

technique does not extract such a well-defined structure if applied to the Amazon region in 

March-April or to the Pacific region at 7.5°N-172.5°E (i.e. the region studied in Straub and 

Kiladis 2003) in June-August (not shown). Over Central Africa, these perturbations are centered 

on the equator and meridional wind anomalies are small. The low-level zonal wind anomaly is in 

phase with the surface pressure anomaly (i.e. easterly wind for low surface pressure) for the four 

categories. This is especially evident for category 2 that immediately precedes the minimum OLR 

over the Congo basin. The OLR is minimal west of the low and east of the high surface pressure 

anomaly, in a phase that should correspond to maximum convergence for a shallow-water Kelvin 

wave. This is physically consistent since a maximum in convective activity is associated with 

stronger low-level convergence. Around Central Africa, the wavelength is around 50° and 

corresponds to an equivalent depth of 14 m (propagation speed of around 12 ms-1) for a Kelvin 

wave with a period of 5-6 days.

Considering the perturbation in the lower troposphere (Fig.5), the basic physical properties of the 

Kelvin wave seem to be reproduced, especially the phase quadrature between divergence and 

surface pressure and the associated eastward propagation. However, there are also some 

discrepancies with the shallow-water horizontal Kelvin wave pattern. These discrepancies are 

related partly to the topography of the region. In particular, there is a clear weakening and a 

latitudinal expansion of the convective anomaly as the disturbance moves over the Rift Valley 

highlands in category 4. This is also noticeable for the surface pressure anomaly in category 1. 
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The contrast between the Gulf of Guinea and the Congo basin also gives some regional 

characteristics, such as the weaker but more persistent OLR anomaly around 10°E (spreading 

over categories 2 and 3) compared to 20°E (only for category 3). Thus, the wave structure varies 

as the disturbance propagates eastward from the Gulf of Guinea to the Rift Valley highlands. 

Other discrepancies are related to the baroclinic structure of the observed perturbation shown in 

Fig. 6. In particular, the westerly wind anomaly is shifted to the east of the high surface pressure 

anomaly at 850 hPa (shown in fig. 5) but would be more in phase at 700hPa. 

Due to the small number of in situ observations used in the analyses over this region, surface and 

boundary layer perturbations are mostly due to the parameterization of the ECMWF model. It 

nevertheless gives a good indication of the potential impact of diabatic processes on the 

perturbation of temperature and moisture by synoptic disturbances. First, over the continent, the 

temperature perturbation at low levels is positive east of the OLR minimum (Fig. 6). Because the 

mid troposphere has a weak temperature modulation, the longitudinal variation of the low level 

temperature gives enhanced convective instability (larger CAPE) to the east, as shown also for 

equatorial Pacific regions by Straub and Kiladis (2002, 2003). This may favor the eastward 

propagation of the convective disturbance. Second, the eastward tilt of the wind perturbation 

extends down to the surface (first layer on Fig. 6), giving a low-level convergence east of the 

convection maximum that also favors (or is the signature of) the development of convection to 

the east and thus the eastward propagation of the convective perturbation. 

Temperature and moisture perturbations over Central Africa are largest near the surface (i.e. in 

the boundary layer), in contrast with the oceanic region of the Gulf of Guinea (Fig. 6). For other 

ocean regions considered in previous studies (Wheeler et al. 2000, Straub and Kiladis 2003), the 

temperature perturbation is not maximal at the surface but rather around 700hPa. Indeed,
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compared to the ocean mixed layer, the soil is expected to have a smaller equivalent specific heat 

meaning that the surface temperature will be more sensitive to perturbations of the surface fluxes. 

This gives in particular a larger warming by the increased solar flux during subsiding phase prior 

to the main convective event. For the Congo basin, ERA-40 gives wave modulation of the 

incident surface solar flux two (four) times larger than the wave modulation of the latent heat flux 

(infrared and sensible heat fluxes) (not shown). The cool boundary layer to the west of the 

convective perturbation (e.g. evaporation of rain) and the warm boundary layer to the east (e.g. 

enhanced solar radiation at the surface) will amplify the surface pressure gradient. This suggests 

that the diabatic processes in the boundary layer may increase the amplitude of the wave 

perturbation. This analysis is not developed further since the physical source and the amplitude of 

the thermodynamic perturbations reported in figures 5 and 6 may be too model-dependent in 

ERA-40. 

At mid-levels, the large perturbation of upward motion between roughly 400 and 700 hPa is 

associated with very small temperature perturbations. This suggests that convective warming and 

adiabatic cooling compensate each other at these pressure levels, maintaining a state of near 

balance. The net local warming resulting from the ensemble of convective processes (i.e. updraft, 

downdraft, subsidence in the environment and the various entrainment and detrainment) is thus 

nearly compensated by vertical motions at the synoptic scale. At high levels, wind and 

temperature patterns above 300hPa are consistent with a Kelvin or internal gravity wave (e.g. 

Holton 1992) forced from below by the convective perturbation. 

Despite a similar general structure of the wave perturbations, there are some differences 

compared to results obtained over the Indian Ocean (Wheeler et al. 2000) and the Pacific Ocean 

(Straub and Kiladis 2003). The moisture perturbation is the largest near the surface and its phase 
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relative to the convective perturbation is different. Over the Pacific, the analysis of Straub and 

Kiladis (2003) shows that the moisture is maximal east of the convection maximum, but for 

Central Africa, the moisture perturbation at low level is positive slightly west of the OLR 

minimum (Fig. 6). This may be attributed again to the difference between marine and continental 

boundary layers. Over the ocean, convection tends to cool and dry the boundary layer (small 

variation of the relative humidity), while over continental regions, one may expect a moistening 

due to the evaporation of rain, even in a cooler environment. 

5. Convective systems

5.1. A case study

In March and April 1997, there is a very clear quasi-periodic modulation of the convective 

activity over Central Africa (Fig. 7a). For this period, the phenomenon unambiguously dominates 

the synoptic variability over Central Africa. A notable point is the variable propagation speed of 

the convective cloud anomaly from one event to another. There is in particular a relatively slow 

eastward propagation (9-10ms-1) between 24 and 29 March (Fig.7, line A), but there are also 

convective events without clear propagation on March 17 (Fig.7, line B) or April 12. The 

longitudinal extension of the convective perturbation is also variable. Some convective events 

propagate from 15°W to 40°E (Fig.7, line A) but other events are confined between 10°E and 

35°E (Fig. 7, line B). These later events thus propagate over half of the average wavelength (50°) 

deduced from the composite. Between 15 and 24 March, the first two convective events are also 

associated with weak local westerly wind anomalies. With a better spatio-temporal resolution 

(Fig. 7b), the signature of individual MCSs is discernible. As already reported in Laing and 

Fritsch (1993), these MCSs tend to move westward over Central Africa and the neighboring 
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Atlantic Ocean. The eastward propagation of the convective perturbation “envelope” is still 

observable, but as a succession of daily convective events propagating westward. For this time-

longitude diagram, most MCSs are observable for one day or so. Occasionally, some MCSs 

persist for a longer period, such as around April 14, when a MCS lasts for more than 2 days and 

propagates from 30°E to 10°W along the equator at a zonal speed of around 14ms-1 (Fig.7, line 

C), establishing an interesting link between two oscillations.

For this period, it is hard to see systematic dynamical perturbations coming from the west prior to 

the convective events such as, for example, low-level wind disturbance that could propagate 

eastward from the Atlantic and then trigger convection near the coast. Rather, strong westerly 

wind anomalies appear near the coast in the Gulf of Guinea in April 1997 and indeed follows by 

one or two days the development of a convective perturbation at 10°E (Fig. 7a). The strong 

westerly wind anomalies appear while this convective perturbation moves eastward and grows 

over the Congo Basin in association with westward propagating MCSs (Fig. 7b). As already 

discussed from the spectral characteristics of the perturbations over region located further west 

(Fig. 4), this confirms that part of these convective perturbations are likely to be triggered by 

local processes and not by eastward moving disturbances coming from the Atlantic. Near the end 

of March, however, two strong convective events are associated with perturbations coming from 

the Atlantic that disrupt the local periodic oscillation over Central Africa. 

5.2. Average diurnal variation

The diurnal response of convection to solar forcing is a robust characteristic of a region that 

depends mostly on the topography (land-sea contrast, orography) and must be taken into account 

to better understand the nature of the interaction between synoptic disturbances and convection. 

There is indeed a strong impact of the topography on both phase and amplitude of the average 
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diurnal variation of the convective cloudiness along the equator (Fig. 8). The convective cloud 

cover is triggered over highlands located either near the coast (10-15°E) or west of the Rift 

Valley (25-30°E). The maximum convective activity occurs west of Lake Victoria (i.e. ~27.5°E) 

between 12 and 18 GMT. Over the Congo basin, the convective cloud cover is smallest between 

9 and 12 GMT and largest at 18 GMT, with a weak secondary maximum at 3 GMT. Near the 

coast at 10°E, convection appears after midnight and persists until 18GMT. An average diurnal 

westward propagation of the convective cloudiness is also apparent on the western slopes of 

highlands near 10, 30 and 35°E (note the maximum convection between 3 and 6 GMT over Lake 

Victoria due to land-lake breeze). This propagation could be related to the westward propagation 

of MCSs, as in Laing and Fritsch (1993) and Laing et al (2008), but also to cirrus advection by 

the Tropical Easterly Jet. The average speed that can be deduced from the time-longitude diagram 

varies between 7 ms-1 (Fig. 8, line A) and 4 ms-1 (Fig. 8, line B). This is far smaller than the 

speed of the MCSs observed for March-April 1997 (Fig. 7). This speed is closer to the average 

easterly wind at 200 hPa that varies between 10 ms-1 in March and 6 ms-1 in April (Nicholson and 

Grist 2003). 

5.3. Diurnal and wave composites

The aim of this section is to analyze the Kelvin wave modulation of the convective activity taking 

into account diurnal variations. To build this composite, a reference day and hour must first be 

selected. This time reference is midnight for the day corresponding to a minimum in the filtered 

OLR time series. Only strong and persistent oscillations are selected with the criteria already used 

for the composite analysis above (see section 2). Then, the composite is simply done by 

averaging the brightness temperature, or the cloud index, for each of the 48 time steps (6 days) 

located before and after this reference hour. This approach gives a composite view of the 
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synoptic perturbation that preserves the diurnal information (Fig. 9). 

The diurnal triggering of the convection related to the orography near 30°E occurs in every phase 

of the synoptic perturbation. By contrast, there are strong wave modulations of the diurnal cycle 

over the Congo basin and over the equatorial Atlantic. The westward propagation of the cloud 

perturbation is clear over the Atlantic, with an apparent phase speed of 14 ms-1 (Fig. 9, line A),

much larger than the speed (~6 ms-1) visible for the average diurnal cycle (Fig. 8, line A) near 

10°E. The slower propagation near 10°E is however also visible in figure 9. One possible 

interpretation is that the apparent propagation over the Atlantic is actually due to MCSs while the 

slower propagation near 10°E could be related to local (land-sea breeze, orography) effects or 

simply to cirrus advection by the upper tropospheric jet. Over the Congo basin, there is no 

obvious propagation of the cloud signal. This suggests that long-lived MCSs propagating 

westward in figure 7 have no systematic phase locking with respect to the synoptic wave 

perturbation.

5.4. Size, speed and duration of the MCS

Three classes of size are defined corresponding to an equivalent radius less than 200 km, between 

200 and 500 km and greater than 500 km.  The wave modulation of the convective cloud cover 

increases with the MCS size (Fig.10). The cloud cover due to small MCSs (Fig.10a) is a 

maximum over the highlands around 30°E and near the coast. For these small MCSs, the diurnal 

variation clearly dominates over the wave modulation and there is no clear propagation of the 

cloud signal. For the intermediate size class (Fig.10b), the cloud cover is the largest west of the 

Rift Valley highlands. There is a relatively strong wave modulation of the cloud cover between 

10°E and 35°E that closely follows the eastward propagation of the negative OLR anomaly. 

Westward propagating elements in the cloud signal are also detectable but with various phase 
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speeds between 12 ms-1 (Fig. 10, line B) and 20 ms-1 (Fig. 10, line A) depending on the case 

considered, suggesting that these apparent propagation characteristics could be due to sampling 

effects. The largest MCSs (Fig. 10c), are confined over the Congo basin and appear only in wave 

categories corresponding to the maximum convective activity. The amplitude of wave 

modulation of the convective cloud cover for these large MCSs is three times larger than for the 

smaller classes of size. The maximum wave modulation of the convective cloud cover found over 

the Congo basin (Figs 2 and 3) is thus mostly due to these large MCSs. This means that the 5-6 

day synoptic variability over Central Africa is related mostly to the growth of these large MCSs 

and not so much to the local diurnal triggering of convective systems. These large MCSs in 

category 3 may be associated with the large updrafts found over Central Africa in previous 

studies (Liu et al. 1987).

As mentioned in section 2, tracking techniques may be used to obtain some characteristics of the 

MCS life cycle and their interaction with the wave synoptic perturbation. We report these 

characteristics only for MCSs having a center of mass in the Congo basin region at least once 

during their life cycle. The computation of the speed of these MCSs is not straightforward. In 

particular, MCSs merging with other MCSs or splitting into a few MCSs will occasionally result 

in “jumps” of the center of mass and thus in false estimate of the MCS speed between two time 

steps. In order to minimize the impact of these jumps, only the average speed between the first 

and last positions of the MCSs is considered. The zonal speed distribution (Fig. 11) clearly 

exhibits a preference for westward motion with a maximum occurrence around -12 ms-1. The 

meridional speed distribution shows a preference for southward motion of MCSs with a 

maximum occurrence around -4 ms-1. This result confirms that most MCSs have a west-

southwestward propagation over Central Africa, consistent with results of Laing and Fritsch 
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(1993) for a few cases in 1986-87. In a more recent paper, Laing et al. (2008) confirm this result 

and also showed that MCSs tend to be initiated in the lee side of high terrain over Africa, 

consistent with thermal forcing from elevated heat sources, as also visible in Figs. 8 and 9.

The distribution of the duration of these systems (Fig. 11) shows a most probable lifetime of 6 

hours (i.e. the minimum duration threshold). The MCS occurrence decreases progressively as the 

duration increases, with only very few MCSs being traceable for more than 3 days. When only 

MCSs being over the Congo basin during category 3 (minimum OLR) are considered, there are 

relatively more persistent MCSs with secondary peaks around 21h, 33h and 42h. These 

secondary peaks can be partly related to the diurnal cycle (systems merging to newly generated 

ones in the afternoon, dissipation in morning hours, etc.). In particular, a larger amount of MCSs 

present over the Congo Basin in category 3 dissipates around 13 - 16 LST instead of 04 - 07 LST 

(not shown). As expected, these MCSs are generally initiated in categories 2 or 3 and they 

dissipate in categories 3 or 4 (Fig. 12). More interestingly, due to the dominant west-

southwestward propagation of the MCSs, long duration MCSs are preferentially initiated east-

northeast of the Congo basin in categories 2, i.e. when the maximum convection is actually 

located between the Greenwich meridian and 10°E (Fig. 5). Between 25°E and 30°E, there is 

indeed a weak modulation of the MCS initiation by the wave (Fig. 10a), and those initiated in 

category 2 (i.e. the category just before the maximum convection over the Congo basin) are more 

persistent (Fig. 11). Most of these persistent MCSs will dissipate west-southwest of the Congo 

basin in category 4 (Fig. 12), when suppressed conditions dominate at the synoptic scale (Fig. 5). 

Note that some less persistent MCSs initiate and dissipate over the Congo basin in category 3. 

Debatable configurations are also visible, such as persistent MCSs dissipating around 32.5°E in 

category 4 after being present over the Congo basin in category 3. This is due partly to some 
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drawbacks of the tracking technique. The general behavior of the MCSs relative to the synoptic 

perturbation is nevertheless well depicted by this tracking technique. 

6. Summary and discussion

Spectral and composite analyses of the OLR signal reveal strong and reproducible 5-6 day 

oscillations of the convective activity that dominate the intraseasonal variability over Central 

Africa during boreal spring. The eastward propagation of the wave, its wavelength and its 

associated dynamical structure suggest a Kelvin-like perturbation. Compared to previous similar 

studies on such coupled equatorial waves, this study focuses on a continental region for which the 

oscillation dominates the synoptic variability in boreal spring. The well-defined Kelvin-like 

structure thus appears from a simple composite analysis based only on a filtered OLR signal in 

the 2-10 day spectral band (it is not necessary to filter more specifically in a predefined Kelvin 

space-time spectral domain). In addition, this study reveals that the synoptic perturbation of the 

convection over the Congo basin is mostly related to large (Req > 500km), persistent (duration 

between 15 and 45 hours) MCSs moving west-southwestward from the Rift Valley. These MCSs 

tend to dissipate near the coast where they encounter suppressed conditions. During the following 

days, small and medium MCSs (Figs. 10a and 10b) are still generated over the Rift Valley, but 

they cannot grow over the Congo basin anymore since the convective instability is then smaller. 

MCSs generated near the coast also move westward but they do not grow, certainly because of 

the smaller convective instability over the equatorial Atlantic. The Congo basin thus appears as 

the only region where large systems generated over the Rift Valley can grow while propagating 

westward, if they encounter favorable conditions (larger conditional instability, low-level

moisture convergence). These favorable conditions can be related either to Kelvin-type waves 

coming from the Atlantic or to local processes. While this deserves further investigation, based in 
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particular on numerical experiments, the origin of these perturbations is further discussed in the 

following. 

For Kelvin waves propagating over the equatorial Atlantic, the observed growth of the convective 

and dynamical disturbances near the coast of Equatorial Africa could be attributed to a larger 

conditional convective instability that enhances locally the amplitude of the perturbation. Also, 

the larger perturbation of the low-level temperature over continental region may favor the wave

growth. Such an effect has already been demonstrated for AEW (Taylor and Clark 2001) and 

deserves further investigation for the 5-6 day oscillation. As discussed above, the maximum 

amplitude of the perturbation over the Congo basin can be attributed to the growth of the 

convective systems encountering favorable conditions in wave category 3 while they propagate 

westward from the Rift Valley. However, despite the equatorial position of the ITCZ, the robust 

5-6 day peak does not appear over the west equatorial Atlantic in March and April. It is thus 

unlikely that such Kelvin wave trains can explain the robust 5-6 day oscillation. 

An alternative is that the oscillation is related to local processes. We can only give some 

hypotheses at this stage. The oscillation of the convection over the Congo basin could be forced 

by processes analogous to the “discharge-recharge” or local instability theory (Bladé and 

Hartmann 1993, Hu and Randal 1994) that drive periodic convective development mainly 

because of the delay necessary to rebuild the convective instability after a strong convective 

episode. This is only an analogy since this theory was illustrated using simple models for 

intraseasonal 40-50 days oscillations of the convection over the ocean with a fixed SST. The 

coupling between the convection and the surface could have a major impact here. The growth of 

the convective systems coming from the Rift Valley could be given by the increased convective 

instability related to the recharge phase. The eastward propagation of the perturbation and the 
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Kelvin-type wave pattern could be favored by the large positive (negative) surface temperature 

anomaly east (west) of the maximum convective perturbation over the continent. Without going 

too far in the framework of the present discussion, it will certainly be an interesting point to 

consider also the difference in the dominant period of the oscillation with 3-4 days in August-

September and 5-6 days in March-April (Fig. 3) in regard to this local instability theory 

associated with seasonal changes in the mean large scale circulation and in the surface 

characteristics. Such studies are needed for a better knowledge of the origin of these oscillations 

and could also be important to improve current weather forecasts over Central Africa or other 

tropical regions.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: (a) Orography (m) and (b) annual average OLR (shadings in W m−2) and annual 

average 2-10 day spectral variance of the OLR (contour in [W m−2]2) for the 1979-2002 period. 

The box indicates the Congo basin region used in this study.

Figure 2: Monthly average (shadings in W m−2) and 2-10 day spectral variance (contours in [W

m−2]2) of the OLR for the 1979-2002 period. The squares on the March panel represent regions 

further analyzed on Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Average seasonal cycle (1979-2002) over the Congo basin (5S-5N, 15E-25E) for : (a) 

CMAP (solid line) and ERA40 (dashed line) precipitation (mm d-1); (b) OLR (solid line, W m−2) 

and 2-10-day spectral variance (dashed line, [W m−2]2 ) and; (c) OLR power spectrum  [W m−2]2.

Figure 4: Average seasonal cycle (1979-2002) of the OLR power spectrum for different 

equatorial regions (5°N-5°S) defined on the March panel of figure 2: (a) Gulf of Guinea (0-

10°E), (b) West Atlantic (40°W-50°W) and (c) Amazon basin (60°W-70°W).

Figure 5: Average horizontal structure of the perturbation given by the composite obtained from 

the 2-10 day filtered OLR signal averaged over the Congo basin in March and April 1979-2002. 

Shadings represent the OLR anomaly (W m−2); vectors represent the ERA-40 850 hPa wind 

anomaly (reference vector is 1.5 m s-1); contours represent the ERA-40 surface pressure anomaly 

(hPa).

Figure 6: Composite values averaged from 5°S to 5°N: (top panels) OLR anomaly (W m−2); 

(center panels) vertical structure for specific humidity (shadings g kg-1) and divergence (contours 

intervals 10−6 s−1); (bottom panels) temperature (shadings K) and zonal-vertical circulation 

(vertical velocity in m s-1 is amplified 100 times).
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Figure 7: Time-longitude diagrams of 5°S – 5°N average in March-April 1997 for: (a) daily OLR 

(shadings in W m−2) and 6-hourly ERA-40 surface zonal wind (contours in m s-1) and; (b) 3-

hourly cloud index (shadings in K) and 6-hourly ERA-40 surface zonal wind anomaly (contours 

in m s-1).

Figure 8: Time-longitude diurnal composite of the cloud index averaged from 5°S to 5°N for 

March and April of the 1984-2002 period. The corresponding orography is shown at the bottom 

of the figure.

Figure 9: Composite time-longitude diagrams of 5°S – 5°N average for March-April 1984-2002 

for 3-hourly cloud index (shadings in K) and daily OLR anomalies (contours in W m-2). The 

ordinates origin is midnight for the day corresponding to a minimum in the filtered OLR time 

series.

Figure 10: As in figure 9 but for the percentage of pixels over the Congo basin covered by MCS 

with equivalent radius (a) smaller than 200 km, (b) between 200-500 km and (c) greater than 500 

km (shadings in %). 

Figure 11: (Top) Distribution of average zonal and meridional speed for convective systems 

having their center of mass over the Congo basin at least once during their existence. (Bottom) 

Distribution of the duration of these systems, either for all systems or only for those being over 

the Congo basin in wave category 3.

Figure 12: Wave category (1 to 4) and (top) initial and (bottom) final positions of convective 

systems having their center of mass over the Congo basin in wave category 3 at least once during 

their existence. The size of the marker is proportional to the duration of the corresponding 

convective systems.



Figure 1: (a) Terrain elevation (m). (b) 19792002 mean NOAA OLR (shading, W m2) and 210day OLR 
spectral variance (contours with values greater than 700 W2 m4 bold). The square box indicates the Congo 
basin region referred in this paper.
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Figure 1: (a) Orography (m) and (b) average OLR (shadings in W m−2) and average 2-10 day spectral variance of the OLR (contour in [W m−2]2) for the 1979-2002 period. The box indicates the Congo basin region used in this study.
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Figure 2b: Same as Fig.2
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Figure 2: Monthly average (shadings in W m−2) and 2-10 day spectral variance (contours in [W m−2]2) of the OLR for the 1979-2002 period. The squares on the March panel represent regions further analyzed on Fig. 4.



Figure 3: 19792002 mean annual cycle of (a) precipitation (mm d1) from CMAP (solid line) and ERA40 
(dashed line), (b) NOAA OLR (solid line, left ordinate, W m2) and 210day OLR spectral variance 
(dashed line, right ordinate, W2 m4) and (c) OLR power spectrum (W2 m4). Two annual cycles are plotted 
here. 
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Figure 3: Average seasonal cycle (1979-2002) over the Congo basin (5S-5N, 15E-25E) for : (a) CMAP (solid line) and ERA40 (dashed line) precipitation (mm d-1); (b) OLR (solid line, W m−2) and 2-10-day spectral variance (dashed line, [W m−2]2 ) and; (c) OLR power spectrum  [W m−2]2.



Figure 4b: same as Fig.3c but for different equatorial regions (5oS5oN) shown in Fig.3b; (a) Gulf of 
Guinea (0o10oE), (b) West Atlantic (40o50oW) and (c) Amazon basin (60o70oW). 
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Figure 4: Average seasonal cycle (1979-2002) of the OLR power spectrum for different equatorial regions (5°N-5°S) defined on the March panel of figure 2:  (a) Gulf of Guinea (0-10°E), (b) West Atlantic (40°W-50°W) and (c) Amazon basin (60°W-70°W).



Figure 5: Composite anomalies on 4 categories based on OLR synoptic oscillations over the Congo basin 
for MarchApril 19792002 of NOAA OLR (shading, W m2) and ERA40 850 hPa wind (vectors are drawn 
if they are significant at 99% or better, m s1) and surface pressure (contours, Pa). 
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Figure 5: Average horizontal structure of the perturbation given by the composite obtained from the 2-10 day filtered OLR signal averaged over the Congo basin in March and April 1979-2002. Shadings represent the OLR anomaly (W m−2); vectors represent the ERA-40 850 hPa wind anomaly (reference vector is 1.5 m s-1); contours represent the ERA-40 surface pressure anomaly (hPa).



Figure 6: Composite (5oS5oN) mean zonalvertical profile anomalies averaged on 4 categories based on 
OLR synoptic oscillations over the Congo basin for MarchApril 19792002 of (top panels) NOAA OLR 
(W m2) and ERA40 (center panels) specific humidity (shading interval 0.1 g kg1  with positive values 
darker and zero level omitted) and convergence (contours interval 1e6 s1. Positive values are continue and 
zero contour is  omitted)  and (bottom panels)   temperature (shading interval  0.1 K with positive values 
darker and zero level omitted) and zonalvertical circulation (vector, m s1. Vertical wind is amplified by 
100 times). Mean elevation is overlaid on the zonalvertical diagrams (black shading).
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Figure 6: Composite values averaged from 5°S to 5°N: (top panels) OLR anomaly (W m−2); (center panels) vertical structure for specific humidity (shadings g kg-1) and divergence (contours intervals 10−6 s−1); (bottom panels) temperature (shadings K) and zonal-vertical circulation (vertical velocity in m s-1 is amplified 100 times).



Figure 7: Timelongitude diagram from 15 March to 30 April 1997 of (5oS5oN) mean (left) NOAA OLR 
(shading, W m2) and ERA40 10m zonal wind (contours 3day smoothed, m s1) and (right) cloud index 
derived from CLAUS brightness temperature (shading, K) and ERA40 10m zonal wind anomalies from 
MarchApril 1997 mean (contours 3day smoothed, m s1).
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Figure 7: Time-longitude diagrams of 5°S – 5°N average in March-April 1997 for: (a) daily OLR (shadings in W m−2) and 6-hourly ERA-40 surface zonal wind (contours in m s-1) and; (b) 3-hourly cloud index (shadings in K) and 6-hourly ERA-40 surface zonal wind anomaly (contours in m s-1).



Figure 8: Timelongitude diagram of diurnal cycle of (5oS5oN) mean cloud index derived from CLAUS 
brightness temperature (shading, K) for MarchApril 19842002. Mean elevation is represented by the thick 
line.
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Figure 8: Time-longitude diurnal composite of the cloud index averaged from 5°S to 5°N for March and April of the 1984-2002 period. The corresponding orography is shown at the bottom of the figure.



Figure 9: (5oS5oN) mean composite based on minimum OLR synoptic oscillations over the Congo basin 
(corresponds to t=0) timelongitude diagrams of cloud index derived from CLAUS brightness temperature 
(shading,  K)   and  NOAA OLR anomalies   (contours,   negatives  values   are  dashed  and  zero   contour   is 
omitted, W m2).  
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Figure 9: Composite time-longitude diagrams of 5°S – 5°N average for March-April 1984-2002 for 3-hourly cloud index (shadings in K) and daily OLR anomalies (contours in W m2). The ordinates origin is midnight for the day corresponding to a minimum in the filtered OLR time series.



Figure   10:  As  in   Fig.9   except   for   mean   percentage   of  pixels  of   (0.5ox0.5o)   covered  by  MCSs   with 
equivalent radius (left) smaller than 200 km, (middle) between 200 and 500 km and (right) greater than 500 
km (shading, % per day) and OLR anomalies (contours with negative dashed and zero omitted, W m2).
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Figure 10: As in figure 9 but for the percentage of pixels over the Congo basin covered by MCS with equivalent radius (a) smaller than 200 km, (b) between 200-500 km and (c) greater than 500 km (shadings in %). 
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Figure 11: (Top) Distribution of average zonal and meridional speed for convective systems having their center of mass over the Congo basin at least once during their existence. (Bottom) Distribution of the duration of these systems, either for all systems or only for those being over the Congo basin in wave category 3.
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Figure 12
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Figure 12: Wave category (1 to 4) and (top) initial and (bottom) final positions of convective systems having their center of mass over the Congo basin in wave category 3 at least once during their existence. The size of the marker is proportional to the duration of the corresponding convective systems.


